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Chapter 1861: Scram on your own (3) 

Blue Profound Sect’s disciples were all extremely excited as they casted out sentences after sentences of 

sarcasm making the Elders feel utterly despondent. 

If a large hole appeared on the ground right now, they would definitely wiggle right in immediately 

without any hesitation! 

But too bad, it was impossible for the ground to have a hole whereas for them, even if they wanted to 

stand up and leave right now, they lacked the strength to do so because their heads were still whirling 

around, totally unable to pick themselves up! 

The few Elders were usually standing up right and now they were reduced to become a clown for people 

to admire, lying limp on the ground as they were subjected to those disciples’ ridicule, not even daring 

to make a sound over this. 

Blue Profound Sect’s disciples were all excited for a moment but they also started to have their doubts. 

“But speaking of this, what happened in Levitation Sword Palace earlier? Although Guardian Jun and 

others’ abilities are very strong, but these Elders from the Six Sacred Lands are not simple as well! 

Guardian Jun is actually able to deal with them to such a miserable state?” 

“I also feel that it’s not possible… but, the truth is indeed like this…..” 

“I feel that something is wrong? Haven’t you noticed that the Sword Array above Levitation Sword 

Palace has been activated with the penetrating Profound Qi gushing up into the skies! I heard that this 

Sword Array is something which only the Sovereign himself is able to activate…” 

“What do you mean? Are you trying to say that Sovereign Mu has already come out from closed door 

and he personally dealt with these few fellows here?” 

“I’m just guessing… but other than Sovereign Mu, who else has the ability to deal with these Sky Chart’s 

top exponents so easily?” 

“Although what you say is logical, but Sovereign Mu hasn’t appeared for the past sixteen years and this 

time…” 

Younger generation disciples were guessing quietly as they were filled with puzzlement, anxiously 

anticipating in their heart that Mu Chengying was able to make his appearance once again! 

Most of them had not experienced the times when Mu Chengying rode the waves but they had heard 

lots of rumours and had been looking forward to seeing this top exponent’s glamour. At the same time 

they were hopeful to see what the real “Number One Sacred Lands” was like. 

But most of them were merely saying it and didn’t really believe it in their hearts that Mu Chengying had 

really come out from closed door seclusion. 

It was simply because sixteen years was just too long, so long that almost everyone had given up hope. 



Not to mention the Six Sacred Lands, even quite a number of disciples from Blue Profound Sect were 

suspicious on Mu Chengying’s life and death, just not daring to speak it out…. 

At this very moment, Levitation Sword Palace’s palace door opened up once again. 

This time round, the person who walked out was Third Guardian Cang Po Hun who was dressed entirely 

in black with outstanding bearing. 

“Disciples…” 

He gave a slight cough and immediately attracted everyone’s attention. 

The younger generation disciples immediately shut their mouths and showed their respects to him by 

bowing down. 

Cang Po Hun lifted his hand slightly, indicating for them to dispense with the formalities as he gave a 

smile, “I’d like to inform everyone of a joyous incident which is happening in our Sect, Sovereign has 

come out from closed door cultivation.” 

Hearing that, everyone didn’t manage to respond in time as they stared blankly at Cang Po Hun. 

Cang Po Jun was composed as he added, “These few villains below who had overestimated themselves 

were all dealt with by the Sovereign conveniently! Sovereign ordered me to pass down the command, to 

inform all disciples in Blue Profound Sect that if you ever met such things with no eyes in future, then 

just teach them a vicious lesson! Let them know what is called the real Number One of the Sacred 

Lands!” 

The disciples finally felt a little realistic as their eyes all popped out unbelievably. 

Immediately following that, everyone all started to kneel down, bowing down in respect towards that 

faintly discernible Levitation Sword Palace. 
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“Paying our respects to the Sovereign—!” 

Sonorous and vigorous voices with lingering echoes resonated. 

Every younger generation disciples were extremely excited as they felt extremely excited in their hearts. 

Everyone had been waiting for a total of sixteen years, finally for this moment! 

Cang Po Hun led the disciples in kowtowing towards Levitation Sword Palace’s direction three times 

before indicating for everyone to stand up. 

“Alright, Sovereign will be praying on behalf of Blue Profound Sect these few days so everyone 

remember to continue doing your own stuff properly and work hard to raise your own cultivation! This 

is Sovereign’s first time out in sixteen years so this is an opportunity for everyone to show your 

performance. Don’t throw Blue Profound Sect’s face!” 

“Yes Sir—!” 

The disciples answered in unison as all of them were enormously proud of their own success. 



Cang Po Hun had mentioned something which was something which they had been looking forward to 

in their hearts. Which younger generation disciple didn’t want to show off their skills in front of Mu 

Chengying, cooking up different ways to show their faces. Although Levitation Sword Palace had a 

peerless genius like Li Moying and it was impossible for their Sovereign to take them in as disciple, but if 

this Number One top exponent could casually give them some pointers, it would be enough to make 

them improve tremendously! 

Cang Po Hun continued, “Oh yes, these few Elders below, will anyone willingly volunteer to send them 

back to their own Sects…..” 

Before he could finish his words, a swarm of people all leapt upwards, wanting to grab this beautiful 

task! 

Everyone remembered the moment when these few Elders just entered the door, their smug looks were 

still fresh in their memories. But now seeing that they had been dealt with so miserly by their Sovereign, 

naturally they were all thrilled, as they couldn’t wait to add in some punches or kicks on their own as 

well. 

When Cang Po Hun saw that, he hastily urged, “Everyone please show some mercy and be gentler to the 

Elders. After all they are all Elders from large powerhouses so if they end up in a terrible and miserable 

state, it will be too unsightly. Moreover speaking, Sovereign has some information which he wants them 

to bring to the Six Sacred Lands, so you must ensure that they bring the information back. 

All the disciples started to restrain themselves but they were still crowded in a large group excitedly, as 

they moved forward to make a grab for them. 

The few Elders were surrounded in the middle, being snatched and pushed around. Their originally 

wound ridden and tired body were tugged so much that their bones almost fell apart. 

Whatever reputation or status they had, it had all turned into floating clouds which couldn’t be 

described by just a mere miserable word! 

Cang Po Hun acted as though he didn’t see anything as he turned and walked back into Levitation Sword 

Palace. 

The palace doors closed instantly the minute he walked in and Cang Po Hun’s expression immediately 

sunk. 

… 

Levitation Sword Palace. 

The scenario of the few Elders who automatically “scrammed” out of Levitation Sword Palace was 

simply too sensational and too comical. 

Cang Po Jun uptight senses could finally relax as he heaved a long sigh of relief. 

“That’s marvelous, I thought that we’d be a goner this time round. I’ve never expected that…..” 



Before he could finish his words, he suddenly thought of something as his expression turned ugly, 

“Something’s not right. How did Sovereign manage to do that? Earlier the display of his prowess was 

simply no different from when he was in his peak…..” 

Whereas Huang Yueli who was beside him had long thought of this point. 

The instant the Elders left her vision, she immediately moved and dashed into the rear hall. 

She pushed the palace door hard only to discover that the palace door was shut tightly, not knowing if it 

was locked or whatever. Anyway with that bit of strength of hers, it was totally impossible for her to 

push it open. 

Huang Yueli was so anxious that she stomped her feet, “Guardian Jun, Guardian Yu, quickly come over 

to open the door!” 

Cang Po Jun and Cang Po Yu immediately rushed over and without any hesitation, they immediately 

joined hands as two ninth stage realm peak practitioners Profound Energy fell onto the palace door. 

The palace door shook violently for a while and suddenly opened up. 
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The instant the palace door opened up, a disorderly and rampaging thunder attributed Profound Energy 

leaked out from the slit of the door. 

This Profound Energy was extremely overbearing, forcing Cang Po Jun and Cang Po Yu to be pushed back 

repeatedly. 

Cang Po Jun had finally managed to stand firm when he raised his head and cried out in surprise, 

“Grandmaster Huang!” 

Huang Yueli seemed as though she was completely unaffected by this Profound Energy as her feet 

moved lightly and she flashed past the door, entering the rear hall. 

The minute she entered the door, she noticed that there was no attendant in sight there, only Li Moying 

standing in the middle of the rear hall. His entire body was shrouded by bluish purple electric currents 

and around him occasionally sparked lightning. The powerful thunder attributed energy filled every 

corner of the rear hall. 

The entire rear hall was covered in Li Moying’s thunder region. 

Luckily, Levitation Sword Palace was a historical site left behind since the ancient times and with an 

array like that as protection, it was extremely solid hence it was not shattered by his Profound Energy. 

But even so, cracks started to appear as the dust and ash kept on dropping from the cracked ceiling but 

under the electric currents scorches, it turned into flames so before it had even fell onto the ground, it 

had already turned into a wisp of smoke. 

“This… this… Sovereign he…” Cang Po Jun finally resisted the pressure and barely made it into the palace 

door. 

Cang Po Yu’s brows were tightly wound, “Sovereign he…. his illness has acted up!” 



“What?? What’s going on??” 

Cang Po Yu didn’t reply because Huang Yueli had already rushed into the thunder region boundary 

without any hesitation, as she avoided every single bolt of lightning, arriving next to Li Moying. 

Li Moying’s complexion was almost transparent as it radiated a palely white colour which reflected a 

bluish purple tint which made him appear extremely terrifying. 

Huang Yueli tipped her toes as she hooked her arms around Li Moying’s neck and lifted up her head as 

she kissed his lips. 

Li Moying’s lips were icy cold and dry, moreover his body kept on trembling non stop. 

The moment his lips touched Huang Yueli’s soft and warm lips, he was like a withered tree that had 

been thirsting for a long time, as he drew in the warmth with great anticipation which was emitting from 

her. 

Li Moying’s arm embraced the young lady’s slender waist tightly and drew in tighter and tighter as the 

tip of his tongue forcibly penetrated into her mouth, with wild passion which almost drowned the duo 

completely. 

Huang Yueli almost ran out of breath from his tight embrace as the rubs near her chest almost fractured. 

But she didn’t struggle, instead she hugged him back hard because she knew that this was the basic 

instinct of Li Moying’s Soul Detachment Illness and she must completely accept him in order to let him 

recover as soon as possible. 

But this time round, Li Moying’s kiss seemed to be much longer as compared to before. 

Huang Yueli felt as though her Profound Energy was about to be sucked dry by Li Moying and even her 

breathing was not smooth any longer as her eyes kept seeing black and just at the moment when she 

was about to fall, the strength which Li Moying held around her waist suddenly weakened. 

Following that, he fell entirely onto Huang Yueli. 

However, Huang Yueli was already totally exhausted and being pressed down by him, she lost her 

balance and immediately fell backwards. 

“Sovereign! Grandmaster Huang!” 

Luckily, the few Guardians reacted in time and immediately headed up to catch Li Moying and also held 

on to Huang Yueli hence the two were not hurt from the fall. 

Li Moying entered a state of unconsciousness and his forehead was creased tightly with weak breathing. 

His face was as white as a sheet of paper, even his lips which had just been through the passionate kiss 

did not show any trace of blood at all. 
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Cang Po Jun caught hold of him and immediately summoned the attendants, “Men, quickly carry 

Sovereign back to his bedroom!” 



Huang Yueli was held on by Cang Po Jun who had just dashed in and she was still seeing black patches. 

Hearing Cang Po Jun’s words, she immediately turned around, “Quickly get the doctors! I’ll follow and 

take a look too!” 

As she was saying that, she wanted to follow the attendant to the bedroom but had underestimated the 

severity of her exhaustion. She had just got up when her knees suddenly went weak and almost fell 

down. 

“Grandmaster Huang, do be careful! If you are hurt, Sovereign will feel even more miserable! 

You’d better go back and take a rest first. We’re here to look after Sovereign so there will definitely be 

no problem.” 

Cang Po Hun flusteredly wanted to support her but Huang Yueli pushed him away. 

“No, I’m not assured…..” 

Huang Yueli took a deep breath and with much difficulty, she suppressed the feeling of feeling faint and 

she ran towards the bedroom. 

The three Guardians and Luo Jiyun and the others who heard the news all hurried over anxiously. 

Blue Profound Sect’s doctor was summoned over in a haste and at first timing, he sat by the bedside to 

do a consultation for Li Moying. 

This Doctor Shangguan had a head full of white hair and was already three hundred over years old this 

year. He was one of the eighth ranked doctors in Soaring Heavens Continent, which could be counted 

with one hand and he had been through plenty of consultations. Even Liu Buyan did not have his 

amount of experience in consultations. 

However, at this current moment, Doctor Shangguan’s senses were congealed as one hand was 

placed on Li Moying’s right wrist while the other was lightly stroking his beard while pondering over it 

without saying a single word. 

Huang Yueli didn’t dare to interrupt him, only moving aside slightly as she stood next to Cang Po Jun and 

asked quietly, “What’s going on? What happened in the rear hall earlier? Why did Moying’s illness 

suddenly act up?” 

Cang Po Hun looked at her worriedly as he wanted to say something but hesitated. 

“This…. Sovereign just said…. said….” 

Huang Yueli took a look at his expression and immediately understood what had happened, “Why? He 

told you not to tell me, didn’t he?” 

“Ughh…. Grandmaster Huang is indeed brilliant…. This subordinate…..” Cang Po Hun wiped the sweat off 

his forehead. 



Huang Yueli said, “Even if you don’t tell me, I also know. Did Moying intentionally allow himself to act up 

just so that he could ignite enough ability to awe those troublemakers, killing them instantly? But how 

on earth did he do it?” 

The sweat on Cang Po Hun’s forehead instantly increased. 

Huang Yueli casted a glance at him as she mumbled, “Right… should be that pill? Liu Buyan left behind 

some pills which could raise one’s cultivation! Is it because he cannot take those pills, and the minute he 

takes it, his illness will act up? Damn it! I didn’t think of this at all, even coming out with a scheme to 

dupe them, making him take what pill! His illness acting up is because of me…” 

When Huang Yueli thought of this, her complexion started to turn pale. 

Recently, Li Moying’s Soul Detachment Illness seemed to be a little under control. Other than full 

moon’s night, his illness didn’t act up at all. Moreover, the acting up on a full moon’s night was 

controlled within a short period of time. 

Hence Huang Yueli had neglected this point several times. 

Because when Li Moying’s illness didn’t act up, he really looked extremely powerful and for someone 

with such outstanding ability as him, there was simply no way to correlate just how frail he turned out to 

be when his illness acted up….. 

Huang Yueli was extremely vexed as she felt extremely ashamed for her own carelessness. 

She should have known about this long ago, that Li Moying’s body was different from ordinary 

practitioners and he simply could not afford to be tormented. 
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Medicines may also be poison to some, hence no matter what medication it was, he shouldn’t take it 

discriminately. 

Huang Yueli recalled that one year ago, in Dark Moon Forest, it was the first time when she met with Li 

Moying’s illness acting up and back then, it was one of the most serious times when Li Moying’s illness 

acted up. 

That time it was because he had taken the cultivation raising pill, forcibly lifting his potential hence 

almost causing an irreversible consequence! He almost lost his life in the Dark Moon Forest. 

Whereas she had actually forgotten about this point… 

Huang Yueli took a look at the bedridden Li Moying as he didn’t move at all and her heart was aching to 

the extreme. Unknowingly, she bit her lips so hard that the skin had already broken from it. 

When Cang Po Hun saw that, he didn’t care about anything else as he hurriedly propitiated her, 

“Grandmaster Huang, please don’t blame yourself! This isn’t your fault. The situation was so pressing 

earlier and if it wasn’t for your idea, the entire Blue Profound Sect might have already fallen into a huge 

crisis!” 

“But…. Moying he’s still…” Huang Yueli remained despondent. 



Actually to her, she really didn’t care much about how Blue Profound Sect turned out, because it was 

not as important as Li Moying! 

One could say that she was selfish, she didn’t care at all because from her point of view, as long as Li 

Moying remained safe and sound, even if the entire Blue Profound Sect was flattened, she wouldn’t feel 

any heartache at all. 

She came out with this plan, trying ways and means to protect the Blue Profound Sect, it was all because 

this was Li Moying’s Sect and it was very important to him…. 

Cang Po Hun knew that she had already guessed what happened so he didn’t bother to conceal the fact 

and spoke out directly, “Grandmaster Huang, this really isn’t your fault. Before Sovereign took the pill, 

he already knew that this would be the result, but he still insisted on taking it! You might feel that his life 

is more important but to a man, the Sect’s honour is something that Sovereign cannot abandon…..” 

When Huang Yueli heard that, she went into a blank but immediately knitted her brows and became 

silent. 

At this point of time, Doctor Shangguan finally let go of Li Moying’s wrist as he stood up. 

The few of them immediately swarmed over as they started to ask, “Divine Doctor Shangguan, how is it? 

Moying he… does he have a problem?” 

Doctor Shangguan gave a long sigh and his expression remained grave. 

“Grandmaster Huang, Guardians, Sovereign’s illness isn’t optimistic at all so I hope all of you are 

mentally prepared.” 

Huang Yueli’s eyes widened, “What do you mean??” 

Doctor Shangguan continued, “Sovereign had a long history of Soul Detachment Illness, ever since he 

was born so his naturally weak primordial spirit is because of this. This kind of illness, by right there isn’t 

a cure. Because for people who have weak primordial spirits, as their age increases, not only would 

there not be a turn for the better, instead they will become weaker. Most of them generally do not live 

past twenty years old before they eventually die…..” 

Huang Yueli’s colour on her face drained away as she spoke with a trembling voice, “Divine Doctor 

Shangguan, I understand all these which you’ve said. But… But, Moying is already over twenty years old! 

Moreover, those with Soul Detachment Illness generally can’t cultivate, not to mention raising his 

cultivation to the ninth stage realm! He has his current cultivation now, doesn’t it represent that his 

illness is getting better?” 

Doctor Shangguan looked at Huang Yueli’s pale little face as he felt a little disturbed. 

He had been in Blue Profound Sect for a very long time and although he wasn’t considered as Li 

Moying’s core trusted aides and didn’t know what Li Moying had done that year. 

But he had personally witnessed how this pair overcame all the twists and turns before they were finally 

connected. 
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Now that they finally got together, yet they had to face such a huge blow….. 

However, Doctor Shangguan didn’t want to lie to Huang Yueli. 

This kind of thing, whether it was said earlier or later, eventually they would still find out so it would be 

better if she found out about it earlier in order to make preparations in advance. 

Doctor Shangguan gave a light cough and said, “Grandmaster Huang, I believe that you have already 

realised that although Sovereign’s acting up time is more stable and with you by his side, every time he 

acts up, he will also lose consciousness which is no longer the same as in the past and this causes a 

serious destruction to him. But this doesn’t represent that he’s already turning for the better. In actual 

fact, every time he acts up, the amount of time that he is weakened becomes longer…..” 

Huang Yueli’s senses jolted as her heart pounded wildly, “Wh… what do you mean?” 

“What I mean is Sovereign’s condition might seem as though it has taken a turn for the better but in 

actual fact, his body condition is turning worse by the minute. I believe that every single time Sovereign 

wakes up, there would be a long period of time when his body turns frail and he has no way to utilise his 

Profound Energy. He might even go into hypersomnia every day and this situation will maintain for 

several days…..” Doctor Shangguan explained. 

Huang Yueli blinked as she looked at him puzzledly, “How could this be? Moying he obviously…..” 

Saying that, she seemed to have thought of something as she turned her head around and looked at the 

three Guardians who were standing with their hands behind the backs. 

The three of them lowered their heads, not daring to meet her gaze as their faces were filled with guilt. 

This verified Huang Yueli’s guess and she clenched her fists tightly as she spoke between her clenched 

teeth, “I understand now, no wonder… no wonder every time after Moying acts up, he will tell me that 

he will go into closed door seclusion, moreover each time would be for several days. I thought that he 

was working hard to cultivate, in order to return to his former peak state, so…. he just didn’t want me to 

tell the fact that he was getting weaker and weaker! You all… you all actually kept me in the dark!” 

Cang Po Jun braced himself to stand out to explain, “Grandmaster Huang, it really isn’t that we want to 

hide this from you, but Sovereign said that he didn’t want you to worry…..” 

Huang Yueli gave a cold laugh as she interrupted him. 

“Yes, he doesn’t allow me to know, and it can only make me feel at ease momentarily! But by the time 

his condition worsens, I will find out eventually and by then, will I not be worried? What does he treat 

me as? Am I really those kind of weak, frail young ladies who are unable to take any blows, unable to 

face the difficulty with him together?” 

As she was saying that, she stared at Cang Po Jun and the rest, “And you guys! Do you treat me as one of 

you or not! My fiancé is facing such a huge problem and yet no one told me about it?” 

The three Guardians lowered their heads together, not saying a single word. 

Actually they all felt that Li Moying hiding this fact from Huang Yueli, was a meaningless thing to do. 



But as Sovereign was that strong and overbearing, a man who was extremely chauvinistic with overly 

protective instincts, feeling that as long as his own woman was happy every day, it was enough. So he 

didn’t want to tell any negative news to Huang Yueli at all. 

As subordinates, who had the guts to defy the commands of this ruler of great talent who inspired awe 

throughout the empire? 

Huang Yueli knew this point clearly so she just lectured them a little and stopped at that. 

She turned around to face Doctor Shangguan as she lowered her voice and asked, “Divine Doctor 

Shangguan, in the past I wasn’t very sure on Moying’s condition but now that I understand it already…. 

will you please let me know how Moying’s condition is right now? What must I do in order to treat 

him?” 
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Doctor Shangguan’s brows creased as he sighed while shaking his head. 

“Grandmaster Huang, Sovereign’s illness is very hard to treat because he hurt his primordial spirit and 

the damage on primordial spirits isn’t something which ordinary medical skills can solve so please 

forgive me for being powerless…..” 

Huang Yueli pursed her lips disappointedly. 

Then, Doctor Shangguan suddenly said, “But…” 

“What? Have you thought of an idea?” The few Guardians all crowded around him excitedly. 

Doctor Shangguan muttered to himself irresolutely, “I’ve heard Guardian Jun mention this previously 

that when Sovereign was at a very young age, his illness had already started to act up and every single 

time his body deteriorates steadily and almost lost his life, it was Divine Doctor Liu who did his 

consultation and he even refined a few medicinal pills to help preserve his life, is that so?” 

Huang Yueli nodded her head, “That’s right, there is indeed this happening. But later on after he finished 

all the pills, there were a few times I tried to find ways to search for Divine Doctor Liu for him to help 

Moying do a consultation, there was always some accident happening and it never happened…..” 

Doctor Shangguan asked, “Then, Grandmaster Huang, do you remember the situation when Divine 

Doctor Liu helped Sovereign with the consultation?” 

Huang Yueli frowned, “This… I wasn’t present then. But there should be someone who knows the actual 

situation.” 

Saying that, she turned her head to the attendant at the door as she instructed, “Go invite Young Master 

Mo Yi over.” 

Very soon, Mo Yi gaited hurriedly into the rear hall and when he saw the immovable Li Moying who laid 

on the bed, a worried expression was shown on his face. But he still respectfully bowed in respect 

towards Huang Yueli and the Guardians who were around there. 



Huang Yueli nodded her head to him, “Brother Mo Yi, this is Doctor Shangguan and he’s helping Moying 

do a consultation and he wants to know the situation when Divine Doctor Liu helped Moying do a 

consultation so please explain the details to him.” 

“Yes!” Mo Yi hurriedly agreed to it. 

Divine Doctor Shangguan was worried that he would disturb Li Moying’s rest and specially pulled Mo Yi 

over to one side as he enquired further on the fine details. 

“…. Sovereign’s Soul Detachment Illness happened when he nearly died in the snow lands at six years 

old. Every month he would act up once and initially everyone was caught unaware and the entire 

Celestial Light Sect was tormented upside down and later on with more experience, things got much 

better….” 

“….. Every time Sovereign acted up, the frail and weakened state of his body was becoming longer and 

when he was almost ten years old, he was unconscious for an entire month and the minute he woke up, 

he immediately acted up again. Sect Master Murong was worried about his frail body not being able to 

take it and it was by coincidence when Divine Doctor Liu passed by Sky Cloud City so he went up to beg 

him. Originally he thought that he would be rejected, but in the end Divine Doctor Liu actually agreed to 

it…..” 

“Divine Doctor Liu also said that Sovereign’s illness was incurable and could only be controlled instead. 

Ordinary people with weak primordial spirits can only live until twenty years ago but after he had his life 

lengthened, Sovereign still has a chance to live past twenty five years ago. He will still continue to pay 

attention to other treatment methods…. Other than that, Divine Doctor Liu hadn’t appeared for so many 

years so perhaps he hadn’t found any better treatment method…..” 

Mo Yi didn’t hide this fact as well as he told everything which he knew. 

Huang Yueli was standing not too far away, her heart feeling alarmed while listening to these. 

She had not expected that Li Moying’s Soul Detachment Illness was much more serious than what she 

had imagined. Moreover when he was just ten years old, he was already facing life and death. 

If it wasn’t for Liu Buyan….. 

Probably, before they had even reunited, Li Moying would have already died an unnatural death….. 

Luckily, there was Liu Buyan. 
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However, now that Li Moying had once again met with a life and death crisis, where… was Liu Buyan 

now? 

The last time she sought Liu Buyan for treatment, Liu Buyan was unwilling to come over but she 

wondered if Liu Buyan found out that Li Moying was Mu Chengying, would he reject coming over to do a 

consultation? 

Huang Yueli was pondering over this when his brows creased. 



Not right, almost forgot that Liu Buyan and Mu Chengying had already fallen out with each other and 

they no longer had the best buddy relationship, but instead they became enemies with each other 

totally! 

So if Liu Buyan found out that the person who was ill was Mu Chengying, he might not turn up instead… 

Just as Huang Yueli was in a daze, Doctor Shangguan had already asked Mo Yi a pile of questions and Mo 

Yi told him everything that he knew, replying to all the questions which were posed to him. 

Doctor Shangguan’s brows were locked into a knot for a while before he shook his head and said, 

“According to what you have said, Sovereign’s illness isn’t the common Soul Detachment Illness and 

there are various symptoms which cannot be explained with our current medical knowledge. I really lack 

the ability to treat him and I believe that other eighth ranked doctors aren’t able to help as well. The 

only way is to look for Divine Doctor Liu to have a possibility to treat him. It will be best if Guardians are 

able to find Divine Doctor Liu as soon as possible.” 

“But….” 

The few guardians gazes met as they wanted to say something but stopped. 

After Doctor Shangguan took his leave, Huang Yueli swept a glance towards Cang Po Jun and the others 

before opening her mouth to ask, “Guardians, I believe that you all know that Divine Doctor Liu and your 

Sovereign has already turned against each other so is there any way for him to disregard the past to help 

Moying do a consultation?” 

“How did you know…. ughh!” 

Cang Po Hun revealed a shocked expression and was almost about to let the cat out of the bag when 

Cang Po Yu abruptly kicked him. 

He instantly regained his senses as he swallowed back the words which were already at the back of his 

throat. 

Huang Yueli originally wanted to fake them, to find out the real truth between Li Moying and Liu Buyan’s 

feud but whoever knew that Cang Po Yu’s reaction was so swift that he immediately saw through her 

words causing her plan to fall through. 

She simply stopped beating around the bush and said directly, “Guardian Yu, why did you kick Guardian 

Hun for? Is there anything that I shouldn’t know about?” 

Cang Po Yu lowered his head in guilt, “Grandmaster Huang, this subordinate doesn’t quite understand 

what you’re saying…. earlier I just lost my standing so I accidentally kicked Third Brother. As for Divine 

Doctor Liu and Sovereign’s matters, we are only subordinates so how would we know why Master 

actually fell out with his best buddy because this is Sovereign’s private affairs…” 

Huang Yueli’s lips twitched as she couldn’t help but gave a sneer, “What a good excuse of Sovereign’s 

private affairs! You all just feel that your cultivations are much higher than mine so there’s no need to 

be afraid of my hypnotism right?” 

“How… how could that be? Grandmaster Huang, you… you really thought too much…..” 



Cang Po Yu’s cold sweat was almost dripping down because Huang Yueli’s piercing gaze and expressions 

were getting too similar to their Sovereigns. That original pair of clear and lively eyes now revealed a 

cold intent, almost freezing him into a block of ice! 

In all honesty! He didn’t intentionally want to hide the truth from Huang Yueli. 

But with Cang Ning Yue as a predecessor, who dared to reveal Li Moying’s secret which he wanted to 

hide the most? 

Huang Yueli gave a cold harrumph, “Such an important matter and all of you wish to hide it from me. If 

Divine Doctor Liu refuses to help your Sovereign do a consultation, who will be able to take up this 

responsibility?” 

Cang Po Jun lowered his head as he spoke out meekly, “Grandmaster Huang, you don’t need to worry 

about this. As long as you open your mouth, Divine Doctor Liu should be willing to do this 

consultation…” 

Chapter 1869: Greatest fear (1) 

Huang Yueli was stunned momentarily as her creased brows slowly eased. 

“That’s true, I haven’t even turned tables with Liu Buyan! Never mind if you don’t tell me, when I find 

him, I’ll question him personally!” 

Three Guardians exchanged glances and they were able to see the bitter smiles on one another’s faces. 

The real reason for Liu Buyan and Sovereign to fall out, wasn’t it all because of Grandmaster Huang? She 

even wanted to ask Liu Buyan personally… 

Heavens know that when the few of them meet up and when Liu Buyan finds out about her identity, just 

what kind of situation would it turn out to be, probably it would become another world war? 

But the guardians thought that even if it became a world war, it didn’t matter as well. As long as Huang 

Yueli was able to convince Liu Buyan to help Sovereign do a consultation, that would do! So they made 

the wise decision to remain silent, not saying a single word more. 

Huang Yueli waved her hand, “Then hurry up and arrange your men to search the entire Soaring 

Heavens Continent for Divine Doctor Liu’s whereabouts! For safety sake, do not reveal that the person 

who needs the consultation is your Sovereign, otherwise the Six Sacred Lands might just make a 

comeback.” 

“Your Subordinates understand, will Grandmaster Huang please rest assured!” Cang Po Jun and the 

others hurriedly responded to her. 

After the three Guardians stepped down, Huang Yueli sat in front of the bed alone, carefully taking care 

of the unconscious Li Moying. 

Even if he was in lethargic sleep, his brows were creased tightly as sweat kept profusing out on his 

forehead, soaking the pillow case below his head, and at the same time talking in his sleep. 

“Li’er…. Li’er…. NO!” 



“Don’t leave me…. you promised me…. after you come back from the Northern Ice Fields, we will get 

married…..” 

“Please I’m begging you…. don’t die…” 

Huang Yueli leaned close to his mouth and heard all the terrified and uneasy mutterings from him. 

Apparently, losing her was this man’s innermost greatest fear, so much that it was etched into the 

deepest part of his soul, subjecting him to enormous torment. 

She held Li Moying’s large hand which had distinct joints as she pressed it against her own face and 

lightly stroked him, “Moying, don’t worry, I’m totally fine! Nothing happened at all! Don’t worry, alright? 

I swear that I will never allow myself to step into any dangerous spots again to make you worry…” 

Huang Yueli busied herself with wiping his sweat, covering him up with the blanket and feeding him 

water. 

It was until after midnight when Li Moying seemed to have calmed down as the knot on his brows finally 

loosened and he looked like he had a considerably peaceful sleep. 

Huang Yueli was feeling sleepy as well as her head leaned against the side of the bed and gradually fell 

into deep sleep, as her hand held onto Li Moying’s large palm tightly. 

The second day morning, Huang Yueli suddenly awoke in shock. 

She opened her eyes to discover that the sky had already turned bright and she originally was sprawling 

by the side of the bed but not knowing when, she had been moved onto the bed and her outer clothes 

had all been removed, with only a half transparent thin inner clothes as a thin and soft ice silk blanket 

was covered on her all the way until the lower part of her chin. 

Whereas by her side, there was no one at all. There was no sight of Li Moying but the bedsheet showed 

a warm bump, apparently that man had just left not too long ago. 

Huang Yueli’s heart jolted as she hurriedly sat up and was just about to get off the bed. 

Just at this moment, the bedroom’s large door opened up and following that was a strict but mellow 

voice from a man. 

“Not allowed to get off the bed! You didn’t put on your socks yet!” 

Huang Yueli’s fair and smooth little feet almost touched the surface of the ground. 

Chapter 1870: Greatest fear (2) 

Li Moying shot in like an arrow, as he held onto her small feet. 

“Let go of me….” Huang Yueli felt his warm fingers touching her sensitive soles and her face flushed red 

as she hurriedly shrunk her feet back. 

However, Li Moying’s firm and strong hands held on firmly to her ankles as that good looking face 

displayed an unhappy look. 



“The weather is so cold, you didn’t even put on any socks and wanted to step on the floor! Did you really 

think that practitioners won’t fall sick?” 

Huang Yueli blinked her eyes, practitioners… of course won’t feel cold because of this! 

But before she could even say any words of rebuttal, Li Moying had already retrieved the pair of white 

cotton socks on the bed and put it on her feet for her before releasing her. 

“In future you’re not allowed to be so disobedient, alright. Hurry up and change your clothes, it’s time 

for breakfast!” 

Li Moying used his normal adoration tone and said all the things he wanted then he turned around to 

leave the room. 

It was at this moment when Huang Yueli seemed to have awoken from her dream as she jumped down 

from the bed. 

“Wait, you haven’t put on any shoes!” 

Li Moying wanted to catch her again but Huang Yueli no longer bothered as she landed onto the floor 

and pounced towards him abruptly, grabbing him by the lapel. 

“Moying, you…. you’re alright??” 

Li Moying could not understand the situation as he lowered his head and took a look at her, “Yes, I’m 

already fine. Yesterday’s situation was just too urgent and as there was no other choice, I had to take 

the pill to raise my cultivation thus causing my Soul Detachment Illness to act up… but luckily we still 

managed to scare away those few Elders and luckily you’re by my side, so I’m already fine…..” 

Li Moying touched her face as his face was calm and composed. 

Huang Yueli raised her head to look at him, that sculpture perfect handsome looking face was no longer 

as pale as yesterday. Other than the faint red veins in his eyes, everything else was normal, especially 

the expression on his face was especially gentle and concentrated, no different from usual. 

If it wasn’t for the words which Doctor Shangguan said yesterday, Huang Yueli would absolutely not 

doubt the authenticity of his words. 

This man…. his determination was overwhelmingly shocking and he was overly able to endure and put 

up a false pretence. 

Huang Yueli sized him up for a moment and said, “Are you really alright already? Today I’d like to head 

over to the Armament Guild Headquarters, accompany me there please?” 

Li Moying’s gaze was searching on the ground, in a hurry to dig out his little fox’s boot, worried that she 

would catch a cold. 

So he totally didn’t detect Huang Yueli’s probing gaze as he casually replied, “Li’er, must you go today? 

I’m going into closed door cultivation these few days. Why not wait for me to come out from closed 

door seclusion then I’ll accompany you there?” 



Saying that, he found Huang Yueli’s black little boots as he stretched out his hands and retrieved the 

boots. 

Then without any hesitation, he squatted down and placed Huang Yueli’s feet on his own knee, then 

carefully putting on the boots for her. 

This man….. no matter what kind of predicament he was facing, he would always be this thoughtful 

towards her, wishing that she was worry free and indulged her in adoration all day long. 

Huang Yueli lowered her head and looked at him as tears were brimming in her eyes, almost to the point 

of flowing down. 

She hurriedly took a deep breath and suppressed the tears in her eyes. 

She continued, “But I have something urgent on! You seem to be in closed door seclusion every day, 

why not take a breather today? Accompany me there please~” 

She seemed to be acting coquettish but her tone of voice seemed to have a slight uncontrollable quiver. 

Li Moying seemed to have noticed something as he lifted his head upwards. 

 


